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Welcome to a new Beyond-X catalogue edition, containing possible
the most flexible alpine team uniform program in the world.
Now we are introducing a new shell
fabric option. Highly water resistant
and extremely breathable, lightweight “2-ply MAX” and “3-ply
MAX” 2-way stretch Polyester fabrics offer greatly enhanced wearer
comfort.
This combined with the extreme flexibility running our own sewing facility offers, makes this a hard team
uniform program to rival.
Top that with some of the best alpine
racing suits in the world. And a collection of race bibs and gate panels
that grows fast every season.
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Team uniform ski wear is
an investment over time,
not only in a proper look
that will reflect the image
of the team. But also in
function that enables the
team members to achieve
at their maximum capacity,
no matter if they are part of
a ski club, employees at a
ski resort, or rescue and ski
patrol workers.

In addition the investment needs to last. The
garments need to look
and work as well after
three years, as year one.

during the season is even
better.

One must be able to reorder garments for new
team members, not next
year, but several years
down the road. And being able to re-ordering

We don’t make excuses. Instead we try to make the best
skiwear out there, Beyond-X
ski wear.

Beyond-X is designed to do
all of that, and more.

We call it No Bullshit ski wear!

Beyond-X team uniform program
That is what it is, and nothing
else! This is also the reason
why Beyond-X was originally
developed, to give alpine skiers some of the best ski wear
around. Durable, functional
with appealing looks, that in
addition offers an almost limitless coloring book, no order
minimums and re-orders abil-

ity for a minimum of three years.
That is pretty darn hard to beat! In
fact, the question is if anybody can
beat it?
To offer all this, we had to start our
own production facility, not to be
tied down by traditional sewing
factories order minimums, restrictions in sizes, late deliveries, and

unwillingness to run more production runs of the same style
unless the order minimums are
met once again.
We handle design, material purchasing, cutting, embroidery, both
digital and screen textile printing,
sewing, quality control and packing all in-house in our own Polish
sewing facility. This gives us full
control over the entire production
process. And we decide when
what will be produced.
We offer not only re-order ability
for the following three years, but

also re-order opportunities during a season.
Each customer can customize
their own mix of styles from traditional outerwear (insulated or
shell), to race suits, SoftShell and
coaches garments, creating one
team identity consisting a few, or
many different styles.
This page shows an example
on how different garments can
be colored up and branded with
team or sponsor logos to generate the team uniform of their
choice.

Light fabric:

Custom coloration

Beyond-X outer wear is not
offered in pre-determined
colorways. Instead color customizing is standard. The
many standard fabric colors
and available garment color ranges offer a choice of
several million different possible colorways / style. When
adding a digital printed color range, offered on many
styles, the number of possible
colorways is almost indefinite!
By selecting “Colorlab” on
www.beyondx.com you can
with ease generate your own
unique color blocking on a
Beyond-X jacket or pant.
Start by selecting one of the
fabric options:

Durable Cordura blend 2-ply
190g/m2
Nylon
fabric.
16.000mmvp
and
14.000g/
m2/24h air permeability and
DWR surface impregnation.

2-ply MAX fabric:
New softer light weight 175 g/m2
Polyester fabric with slight stretch.
20.000mmvp
and
20.000g/
m2/24h air permeability with
C6DWR heavy duty surface impregnation.

3-ply MAX fabric:
Same weave as 2-play but 220g/
m2 due to 3rd layer in 3-ply construction that increases fabric performance durability. 20.000mmvp
and 20.000g/m2/24h air permeability with C6DWR heavy duty
surface impregnation.

Piping:
Fabric piping option on many garments adds customizing alternatives.

Additional custom service

At a reasonable additional charge garments will
be custom embroidered and/or have customer provided patches sewn on. The stitching/sewing will be
waterproofed by applying seam sealing tape before garment assembly.
Embroideries require customer provided embroidery stitch programs, or we can generate one for
you.
Embroidery stitch program development as well as
the actual embroidery will be charged based on #
of stitches the embroidery includes.

Main side pockets
Optional snow skirt
Optional piping
Chest pocket(s)
Napoleon pocket
Inside goggle pocket
Inside pocket
Back pocket
Armpit zip vents
Adjustable wrist cuffs
Inside lycra wrist cuffs
Waist drawcord adjustment
Bottom drawcord adjustment
Helmet position for hoods
Waist belt
High top/suspenders
Full size zips
Lower side zips
Elastic top
Snow cuffs
Cordura scuff guards
Fully taped seams
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Beyond-X jackets
and pants features
and functions.
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For additional information contact your Beyond-X
representative.

B225 Jacket series
Available in regular unisex, long unisex,
ladies and kids model. Also available
in the V300 program. Design matches
BF51 RTG jacket. All styles also in “b”
version, with outside of sleeves custom
printed. Regular and ladies model also
available in “-“ version (shell jacket
with internal snaps for attaching optional quilted lining).

B291/B292 Hood

Snap on hood with numerous

fit adjustments. B292 with
insulation.
Sizes:
130 (fits jackets 110-140)
160 (fits jackets 150-170)
S (fits jackets XS-M)
XL (fits jackets L-XXXL).

Models:
B225 Hip length insulated unisex jacket.
B225- Hip length shell unisex jacket.
B225b Hip length insulated unisex
jacket with print areas on sleeves.
B225b- Hip length shell unisex jacket
with print areas on sleeves.
Sizes: XS-XXL.
B225W Hip length insulated ladies
jacket.
B225W- Hip length shell ladies jacket.
B225Wb Hip length insulated ladies
jacket with print areas on sleeves.
B225Wb- Hip length shell ladies jacket with print areas on sleeves.
Sizes: XS-L.

B235 Long insulated unisex
jacket.
B235b Long insulated unisex
jacket with print areas on
sleeves.
Sizes: XS-XXXL.
B275 Hip length insulated
kids jacket.
B275b Hip length insulated
kids jacket with print areas
on sleeves.
Sizes: 110-170.

B226 Jacket series
Available in regular unisex, long unisex,
ladies and kids model. Also available in
the V300 program. All styles also in “b”
version, with outside of sleeves, left hand
chest and back custom printed. Regular
and ladies model also available in “-“
version (shell jacket with internal snaps
for attaching optional quilted lining).
Models:
B226 Hip length insulated unisex jacket.
B226- Hip length shell unisex jacket.
B226b Hip length insulated unisex jacket
with print areas on sleeves, chest and back.
B226b- Hip length shell unisex jacket with
print areas on sleeves, chest and back.
Sizes: XS-XXL.

B226W Hip length insulated ladies jacket.
B226W- Hip length shell ladies jacket.
B226Wb Hip length insulated ladies jacket
with print areas on sleeves, chest and back.
B226Wb- Hip length shell ladies jacket with
print areas on sleeves, chest and back.
Sizes: XS-L.
B236 Long insulated unisex jacket.
B236b Long insulated unisex jacket with print
areas on sleeves, chest and back.
Sizes: XS-XXXL.
B276 Hip length insulated kids jacket.
B276b Hip length insulated kids jacket with
print areas on sleeves, chest and back.
Sizes: 110-170.

B227 Jacket series
Our brand new jacket! Slightly
tighter fit than B225/B226 series.
Available in regular unisex and
kids model. Design matches R37
storm coat. All styles also in “b”
version, with chest and back custom printed.
Models:
B227 Hip length insulated unisex jacket.
B227b Hip length insulated unisex jacket
with print areas on chest and back.
Sizes: XS-XXL.
B277 Hip length insulated kids jacket.
B277b Hip length insulated kids jacket with
print areas on chest and back.
Sizes: 110-170.

B200 Pants
Available in regular unisex (with or
without side zippers), ladies (with or
without side zippers) and kids model. Also available in the V300 program. All styles also in “b” version,
with knee area custom printed.
Models:
B214 Unisex pant with side zippers.
B214b Unisex pant with side zippers.
Print areas on knees.
B215 Unisex pant, no side zippers.
B215b Unisex pant, no side zippers. Print
areas on knees.
Sizes: XS-XXL. Size S-XL also available
with extra long or extra short leg lengths
(+/-5cm).

B299 Suspenders

Add-on suspenders for all pants.
Sizes:
130cm (fits pants sizes 110-150)
175cm (fits pants sizes 160-M)
220cm (fits pant sizes L-XXXL).

B214W Ladies pant with
side zippers.
B214Wb Ladies pant
with side zippers. Print
areas on knees.
B215W Ladies pant, no
side zippers.
B215Wb Ladies pant, no
side zippers. Print areas
on knees.
Sizes: XS-L.
B264 Kids pant with side
zippers.
B264b Kids pant with
side zippers. Print areas
on knees.
Sizes: 110-170.

V300 Collection
A lower cost range of garments
made out of fabric that is half as
waterproof and breathable as the
B200 collection and available in
fewer standard colors. The garments are otherwise almost identical with B200 range garments. All
styles also in “b” version, with selected areas custom printed.
Teams can either choose to purchase their entire uniform based
on this lower cost V300 option. Or
mix both V300 and B200 garments
in similar coloring, creating a unified look offered at two different
price points, to form a great looking team uniform.
Jacket models:
V325 Hip length unisex jacket.
V325b Hip length unisex jacket with
print areas on sleeves.
V326 Hip length unisex jacket.
V326b Hip length unisex jacket with
print areas on sleeves, chest and back.
Sizes: XS-XXL.

V391/V392 Hood
Snap on hood with numerous fit
adjustments. V392 with insulation.
Sizes:
130 (fits jackets 110-140)
160 (fits jackets 150-170)
S (fits jackets XS-M)
XL (fits jackets L-XXXL).
V38 Long coat.
Long coat with 100 gr insulation, two side
pockets, one chest pocket under main zipper flap, rear bottom zipper, adjustable
wrist-cuffs, and fully taped seams.
The optional hood can be attached at two
different heights to accommodate use over
helmet.
Sizes: XXS-XXL

Pant models:
V314 Unisex pant with side zippers.
V314b Unisex pant with side zippers. Print areas on knees.
Sizes: XS-XXL. Size S-XL also available with extra long or extra short leg lengths (+/-5cm).
V364 Kids pant with side zippers.
V364b Kids pant with side zippers.
Print areas on knees.
Sizes: 110-170.

V375 Hip length kids jacket.
V375b Hip length kids jacket with print
areas on sleeves.
V376 Hip length kids jacket.
V376b Hip length kids jacket with print
areas on sleeves, chest and back.
Sizes: 110-170.

Pallette

V300 shell fabric palette.
7000mmvp water resistance.
7000g/m2/24h air permeability.

The king of coaches coats. R36!
This coat has everything a coach can wish for.
It is extra long and has removable insulation
so that it can be used in the coldest winter as
well as on the glaciers in the summer & fall. It
incorporates tons of pockets for radio, phone,
tools, first aid kits, start lists and much more.
Optional snap-on hood B291 shell, or B292
insulated, can be attached.
Sizes: XS-XXL.

R37 Faul weather storm coat
Oversized shell coat with permanent hood.
To be used over regular outerwear in real
faul weather conditions. With large outside
document pocket as well as radio pocket and
inside goggle pocket.
Size: XXS-XXL

R38 Long coat
This is a simplified version of the R36 Coches
coat. With permanent insulation and only a
few pockets. Optional snap-on hood.
Sizes: XXS-XXL
Also available as V38 in V300 collection, see
page 15.

Really any of our garments can,
due to functions and flexibility of
the program, be used by teams,
ski schools, ski area workers and
of course coaches. But a few of
the models we have developed especially with coaches in mind. This
goes for the BA518SP pant and
BA519SP high pant on page 20.
And the coats on this page spread.
These coats allows you to work in
hostile weather conditions while
carrying tons of tools and equipment. Our coats makes coaches
work easier.

R18 Rain poncho

R21 Rain coat

Hooded oversized rain
poncho that snaps together along sides.
Perfect
inexpensive
foul weather protection.
Made of none breathable totally water proof
Nylon fabric. Available
in red and blue.
Sizes: XXS-XXL.

Hooded oversized rain
coat with two front side
pockets. Made of none
breathable totally water
proof Nylon fabric. Available in red and blue.
Sizes: XXS-XXL.

SX420
Printed Swedish, Finnish and
Norwegian ski area association worker identification vest

Beyond-X is a very proud supplier of
the official national Ski Patrol uniform
in Sweden, Norway and Finland.
These highly specialized garments
have been developed in close cooperation with the national ski area association in respective country.
Together we have developed a range
of garments including ski jackets,
pants, SoftShell jackets & vests, storm
coat, as well as printed ski patrol bibs or crew bibs in several
design options.
Our goal has obviously been to
develop the optimal ski patrol
uniform program.

BF80b SoftShell jacket
BF86b SoftShell vest
BF80Wb Ladies SoftShell jacket
BF86Wb Ladies SoftShell vest
BF81b Narrow SoftShell jacket
BF87b Narrow SoftShell vest
See page 40 for description of Softshell models.
See page 20/21 for jacket/
pant description, including hoods, suspenders and
snap-in quilted lining.

BA518SP Insulated Ski Patrol waist pant
BA518SP- Shell Ski Patrol
waist pant
BA519SP Insulated high suspender Ski Patrol pant
BA519SP- Shell high suspender Ski Patrol pant

BA550SP Insulated Ski
Patrol jacket
BA550SP- Shell Ski Patrol jacket
BA550WSP Insulated
Ladies Ski Patrol jacket
BA550WSP- Shell Ladies Ski Patrol jacket

B291/B292 Hood

Snap on hood with numerous fit
adjustments. B292 with insulation.
Sizes:
130 (fits jackets 110-140)
160 (fits jackets 150-170)
S (fits jackets XS-M)
XL (fits jackets L-XXXL).

B299 Suspenders

Add-on suspenders for all pants.
Sizes:
130cm (fits pants sizes 110-150)
175cm (fits pants sizes 160-M)
220cm (fits pant sizes L-XXXL).

BA500 is our versatile collection used mostly as
working clothes of various kind. Typical use are
ski area workers, ski patrol, snowmakers and
coaches. Unique reorder ability for minimum 4
years and flexibility beyond the ordinary. All
made possible due to owning our own sewing
factory. No minimum orders required.
BA550 Insulated unisex jacket
BA550- Unisex shell jacket
BA550W Insulated ladies jacket
BA550W- Ladies shell jacket
BA560 Insulated unisex long jacket
Offered in millions of possible color
choices due to our unique flexible system.
Same jacket as used for Ski Patrol (page
18/19). Lots of useful pockets and features. Can be ordered with snow skirt, or
shell jacket with snaps for attach quilted
insulation. Optional B291/292 hood.
Sizes: XS-XXXL.

BA516 Waist pant

BA541 Insulated unisex jacket
The jacket used for snowmakers. Also used as
work wear for numerous
ski areas.
Sizes: XS-XXXL

QL550 Quilted insulated snap-in jacket
Sizes: XS-XXXL.

Pant with SoftShell waist area and belt.

BA517 Waist pant
Same pant as BA516, but with added
thigh pockets.

BA518SP Waist pant
BA519SP High pant with suspenders
Our very popular Coaches pant. Possible
the best there is! This is the same pant
that ski patrols in Sweden, Norway and
Finland have chosen to work in. Based
on BA517 but with added screwdriver
holders, thing pockets and double fabric
in seat area, as well as reinforced knee
area with padding insert and vent zippers.
Sizes: XS-XXXL. S-XL also available with
extra long or short legs (+/- 5cm).

QL551 Quilted insulated snap-in vest
Sizes: XS-XXXL.

QL519 Quilted insulated snap-in pant
Sizes: XS-XXXL.

The Beyond-X Snowmaker collection is
a good example on how we are making
specialized garments for ski area workers. Snowmakers often work in the dark,
with machinery and in very humid yet
cold conditions. So these pieces are black
with large reflective areas, and with strategically placed double fabric layers.
Made from BA jacket/pant collection.

Snowmaker models:
BA518s - Snowmaker version of
BA518SP pant (see page 20/21).
BA519s - Snowmaker version of
BA519SP high pant (see page
20/21).
BA541s - Snowmaker version of
BA541 jacket (see page 20/21).
R37s - Snowmaker version of R37
coat (see page 16/17).

Ski area personnel garments
is a specialty of ours. These
are extremely demanding
customers where durability
and re-order ability is of great
importance for cost saving
without quality compromising. Of course being able to
use a uniform for 4 years instead 2 or 3 years will save
money. Our own sewing factory makes us uniquely suitable to service this segment
of the market.
Our entire B200 and BA500
collection works great for ski
area work wear.

As suitable as
these garments
are for Ski clubs
and ski areas,
they work just
as well for ski
schools.
The
garments are
extremely functional, durable
and available
in both woman’s and men’s
cut. With or
without custom printed areas. Hood or suspenders can be attached. As an
added option, these garments can be ordered in shell version with snaps
to attach additional quilted insulation. Entire B200 and BA500 collection is
used for Ski school work wear.
Another segment of
our products also
often used by ski
schools, are race
bibs. Bibs of adult
size are used, to
fit kids over regular jacket. Bibs are
made in different
colors with different charachters, to
separate the groups
from each other.
See our bib program on page 4445.

B-stedt Polska - All in-house production
We do something as unusual as own our own production facility. Not many other clothing companies can
claim the same.
Our factory is located in north Poland, and allows us
to have full control over the production process. From
material purchasing to cutting, customizing, printing,
assembling and quality control. B-stedt Polska features in-house embroidery, screen and digital printing, as well as sewing.
A location inside of EU makes it possible for us to service the European market swiftly due to short transport times, and in most cases no customs handling.
Owning our very own factory is also the key to our
unique flexibility. We are not dependent of other
factories for production capacity, and not restricted
by their production minimums. This is how we can be
as flexible and reliable as we have been throughout
the past 15 years.
We also produce garments for some competing
brands. And with an annual volume of 14 000 alpine race suits, we are one of the world’s leading
producers.

With an annual production of 14 000 racing suits we
are one of the world’s leading manufacturers.
We only produce high quality high performance suits
and use only the finest Swiss made Schoeller race suit
fabrics that ensure great garment comfort and performance.
Our suits can be ordered as DH (no padding) or GS (with
padding) suits. Our removable padding system is state
of the art. And choice of FIS or None-FIS race suit fabric.
They are available in several standard print designs
that each is offered in a number of standard colorways.

On top of that we offer a vast number
of customizing options (see 32-33).

BXR36

(BXR37 if digitally
printed). GS suit in FIS approved fabric, with removable
padding. Sizes: S-XXXL.

BXR48 (BXR49 if digitally
printed). DH suit in none-FIS approved fabric, without padding.
Sizes: XXS-XXXL.

BXR38

BXR42 (BXR43 if digitally
printed). GS suit in new low pilling none-FIS approved fabric,
with removable padding. Sizes:
XXS-XXXL.

(BXR39 if digitally
printed). DH suit in FIS approved fabric, without padding.
Sizes: S-XXXL.

BXR46

(BXR47 if digitally
printed). GS suit in none-FIS
approved fabric, with removable padding. Sizes: XXS-XXXL.

BXR44 (BXR45 if digitally
printed). DH suit in new low pilling none-FIS approved fabric,
without padding. Sizes: XXS-XXXL.

Our racing suits can
be re-ordered year
after year, making
the team uniform
suit stay intact for
many seasons. The
ones that care for
their suits can keep
them for many
years, and used
suits can be sold to
other team members.

Caution!

Highly elastic race suit
fabrics will pill. Care should be taken to
avoid contact with aggressive surfaces
such as, but not limited, to Velcro. In
general digital printed suits will show
more pilling than screen printed suits.

Speed suit fabric pilling is, and
has always been, a constant cause
of irritation. The more elastic the
fabric is, the better the fit, however
also more likely to pill. Less elasticity has been the answer to this
dilemma, but resulting in poor fit

and comfort. Finally, after years
of testing, Schoeller has developed a considerable less pilling
fabric that still contains almost
the same elasticity. Pilling will not
be entirely gone, but greatly reduced. Beyond-X is now offering
this fabric in styles BXR42, 43, 44
and 45.

PP40 Kids PE Shin guards with
two Velcro closure straps.

PP20 Adult PE Shin guards with two
Velcro closure straps.

PP80 Forearm PE guard with
two Velcro closure straps.

PP21 Adult extra long PE Shin guards
with two Velcro closure straps.

BXR59
All digitally printed SL-top
with sewn in removable pads.
Sizes : S-XXL.

BXR57
Below waste digitally printed
SL-pant with sewn in removable pads and black Lycra
top.
Sizes : S-XXL.

PC70 Forearm Carbon guard
with two Velcro closure straps.
PC10 Adult Carbon Shin guards
with two Velcro closure straps.
PC11 Adult extra long Carbon
Shin guards with two Velcro closure straps.

Listing of national teams that have chosen Beyond-X skiwear
Portugal
Alpine

Poland
Luge

Latvia
Alpine

Sweden
Paralympics

Kazakhstan
Alpine

Canada
Bordercross

Bosnia-Herzegovina
Alpine

Norway
Telemark

Andorra
Alpine Youth

Dutch
Alpine

Israel
Alpine

Sweden
Telemark

Sweden
Kitewing

Belgium
Alpine

Morocco
Alpine

Denmark
Telemark

Sweden
Speedski

England
Alpine

Dutch
Paralympics

England
Telemark

Eritrea
Alpine

Ireland
Alpine

France
Paralympics

Russia
Paraski

South Africa
Alpine

Estonia
Alpine

Poland
Paralympics

Germany
Deaf National Team

Bolivia
Alpine

Malta
Alpine

Custom printed race suits

Beyond-X offers race suit customizing to the
extreme, here categorized in to levels of customizing.
A. Standard screen printed designs.
A number of standard screen printed print
designs available in numerous standard colorways (pages 26-29). These offer bright and
vibrant colors, show less fabric pilling, and are
available without any order minimums.
B. Add digital printed logos on to above
standard screen printed designs.
For a small additional fee team or sponsor
logos can be added to these screen printed
standard designs. Again without order minimums.
C. Own unique colorway of standard screen
printed designs.
Once a year, in July, we order screen printed
designs standard printing papers. At this time
it is possible to order own colorway in any of
our standard print designs, with a 20 pieces
minimum order. These printing papers can be
stored one year before being printed on to
fabric. To add digital printed logos as described under category B is possible.
D. Generate your very own screen printed
race suit design.
With a 100 pieces minimum of printing papers, to be used up during a two year period,
one can design ones very own screen printed
race suit design, and include sponsor and team
logos in to the design. This option requires
some design skills and knowhow about screen
printing limitations. We will help you to get
things right.
E. All digital race suit print design.
Digital printing makes virtually everything possible. Almost every color can be printed, and

there is no limitation to how many
colors the design can include. All
desired logos are included right
in to the print design, and the
entire thing can be scaled to fit
perfect on all required sizes. The
ink applied to the suit with this
method is far less than through
screen printing, making fabric pilling more noticeable. It is
strongly advised to avoid large
solid dark areas in such print designs. The flexibility is however
unrivaled, and there are absolutely no order minimums.
Screen printed designs.
Categories A-D result in deep
penetrating
vibrant
colors
achieved through great amount
of ink being applied to first the
sublimation printing paper, and

from there on to the race suit
fabric. The deeper ink penetration makes fabric pilling,
that is always a factor on such
highly elastic fabrics, less noticeable. This printing method
however rather inflexible and
requires a minimum of 100
prints, the designs to keep
within certain boundaries, and
the cost increases with the number of colors the print design
includes.
Digital printed designs.
These are generated using
large format inkjet printers.
Basically the same process as
printing out on your own home
computer printer, however using special paper and inks.
Digital printing applies less

ink on to paper and fabric
than screen printing. The ink
will therefore not penetrate
as deep in to the fabric and
fabric pilling will become more
noticeable. This potential inconvenience can be reduced
by avoiding large solid dark
areas in a print design.
The advantage with digital
printing is the unrivaled flexibility that makes it possible to
produce one uniquely printed
suit at a time, including unlimited number of colors and logos.
Own designs can be made in
the regular models BXR37, 43
and 47 (GS suits). And BXR39,
45 and 49 (DH suits).

Our extensive range of RTG
- Race Training Garments –
is used to keep warm while
training hard. A tight fit that reduces air resistance simulates
race like conditions. These are
windproof SoftShell garments

especially designed for alpine ski
racers. Fully zip-off shorts with
optional add on suspenders. Jackets with strategic placed pockets,
including Lycra Keycard pocket. In
addition we offer ranges of these
garments that can be custom printed in part or fully.

The BF50 RTG garment range offers
color blocking using our 7 standard
fabric colors.
The BF51 & BF56
offer the additional
possibility
to custom print on
upper sleeves areas and on outside
and front of thighs.
The printing is done
digitally and will
be scaled to fit
each size, and can
include
unlimited
number of colors.

BF50 RTG jacket
With two chest pockets, two
side pockets, Lycra wrist-cuffs,
Key-card compartment and
bottom draw-string. Can be
color-blocked in 7 standard
SoftShell colors + standard
woven fabric colors at pocket
openings.
Sizes: XXS-XXL.

BF55 RTG shorts
Full zip-off with elastic belt.
Optional B299 suspenders can
easily be attached on to belt
loops. Can be color-blocked in
7 standard SoftShell colors.
Sizes: XXS-XXL.

The BF50b and BF55b
are the same garments
as BF50 and BF55,
but here fully digitally
custom printed. There
are no minimum order
requirements or limitations to how many colors a print can include.

BF51 RTG jacket, partially printed
Similar as BF50, where areas
on each upper sleeve are
digitally custom printed.

BF56 RTG shorts, partially printed
Same garment as BF55, where
area #2 and/or #3 on the
thighs outside can be digitally
custom printed.

BF50b RTG jacket, fully
printed
Same garment as BF50, where
main area is fully digitally custom printed.

BF55b RTG shorts, Fully
printed
Same garment as BF55, where all
garment is fully digitally custom
printed.

BF47 RTG Vest with collar
Tight body fit vest. Offers a chest pocket and Lycra
Key-card compartment. Available in 7 standard
colors (see previous page).
Sizes: 110-150 & S-XXL.

BF48 RTG Vest, no collar
Tight body fit vest can be worn over or under race
suit for extra warmth where it is most needed. Also
ideal as a layering item under ski jacket on very
cold days due to the absence of a collar. Offers
a chest pocket and Lycra Key-card compartment.
Available in 7 standard colors (see previous page).
Sizes: XXS-XXL.

BF48b Printed RTG Vest
Same as BF48, but fully printed.

BF40 RTG jacket
Offers 2 chest pockets, Lycra Key-card compartment
bottom draw-string and Lycra wrist-cuffs. Available
in 7 standard colors (see previous page).
Sizes: XXS-XXL.

BF41 Partially Printed RTG Jacket
Same as BF40, but part of sleeve printed.

BF40b Printed RTG Jacket
Same as BF40, but fully printed.

BF45 RTG shorts
Zip-off shorts with adjustable elastic waist belt
and lower back Lycra stretch area. Optional B299
suspenders can be attached. Available in 7 standard
colors (see previous page).
Sizes: XXS-XXL.

BF46 Partially Printed RTG Shorts
Same as BF45, but outside of thighs printed.

BF45b Printed RTG Shorts

Fleece garments
Are great layering garments
and extremely comfortable.
Made out of finest quality Huskyfleece. Side pockets, bottom
drawcord and chest/inside
pockets (not BF21/29).

BF21 Fleece jacket
BF29 Fleece vest
Traditional fleece jacket/vest with tone-ontone flatlock seams.
Sizes: XXS-XXL.

Same as BF45, but fully printed.

BF33 Windblock Fleece Jacket
BF44 Long RTG shorts
Reaches down over knees and provide superior fit
with Lycra stretch areas behind knees and lower
back. Zip-off function with adjustable elastic waist
belt. Optional B299 suspenders can be attached.
Available in 7 standard colors (see previous page).
Sizes: XXS-XXL.

Windproof 3-layer fleece jacket with water
resistant front zip. Custom colored with two
color areas.
Sizes: XXS-XXL.

BF31 Windblock Fleece jacket
BF38 Windblock Fleece vest
Windproof 3-layer fleece jacket/vest with toneon-tone flatlock seams.
Sizes: XXS-XXL.

Fully digital printed SoftShell jackets
These garments are perfect for carry
around product or event promotion, or
as a team uniform garment for indoors
or outside on warmer spring skiing days,
where they can be printed to look similar
as outerwear uniform jackets. Below are
merely examples of how such garments
could end up looking. No minimum order
requirements, and re-order ability for
many years to come.
SS40 Loose body fit SoftShell jacket
The SS SoftShells are produced of a heavy duty SoftShell fabric
that results in a very nice half matt surface when printed.
Chest pockets, lower side pockets, Lycra Keycard holder, Lycra
wrist-cuffs and bottom draw-string.
Colors: Fully printed + Standard woven fabric colors at pocket
bays.
Sizes: XS-XXL.

SS41 Tight body fit SoftShell jacket
Tight fit, otherwise like SS40.

BF52b Loose body fit SoftShell jacket
Same jacket as SS40, but made from regular BF fabric (not matt).
Colors: Fully printed + Standard woven fabric colors at pocket
bays.
Sizes: XS-XXL.
BF53b Tight body fit SoftShell jacket
Tight fit, otherwise like BF52b.

SoftShell standard fabric color pallette

SoftShell jackets
& vests

BF52 Loose body fit
SoftShell jacket

These are some of
our top sellers. Since
windproof, insulating and light weight,
they are extremely
practical as layering pieces, or on
warmer days instead of traditional
ski jacket.

Chest pockets, lower side
pockets, Lycra Keycard
holder, Lycra wrist-cuffs
and bottom draw-string.
Colors: Standard BFcolors + Standard woven
fabric colors at pocket
bays.
Sizes: XS-XXL.

BF42 SoftShell jacket
Chest pocket, two lower side pockets,
Lycra Keycard compartment, Lycra wristcuffs and bottom draw-cord.
Colors: 7 standard colors, see palette.
Sizes: XXS-XXL

BF53 Tight body fit
SoftShell jacket
Tight fit, otherwise like
BF52.

BF42b Printed
SoftShell jacket
Same jacket as BF42,
but fully printed.

BF49 SoftShell vest
Chest pocket, two lower side pockets,
Lycra Keycard compartment and bottom
draw-cord.
Colors: 7 standard colors, see palette.
Sizes: XXS-XXL

BF49b Printed
SoftShell vest
Same vest as BF49,
but fully printed.

BF80 SoftShell Collection
Our new generation of softshell
jackets/vest that includes lots of
functions and features, like side
pockets, chest pockets, key-card
pocket, radio antenna output and
monophone holder, heavy duty
zipper with molded silver teeth and
bottom drawcord adjustment. Jack-

ets also includes lycra wrist cuffs
and sleeve pockets. These are the
models used by ski patrols. In
fact they have been developen
in close cooperation with them.
Sizing from XS-XXL. Available in
regualr colors (see page 39) or as
fullt printed (b-option).

BF80 SoftShell jacket
BF80b Fully printed SoftShell jacket
BF86 SoftShell vest
BF86b Fully printed SoftShell vest

BF80W SoftShell jacket
BF80Wb Fully printed SoftShell Jacket
Like BF80/BF80b, but ladies cut.

BF86W SoftShell vest
BF86Wb Fully printed SoftShell vest
Like BF86/BF86b, but ladies cut.

BF81 SoftShell jacket
BF81b Fully printed SoftShell jacket
Like BF80/BF80b, but narrower
fit.
BF87 SoftShell vest
BF87b Fully printed SoftShell vest
Like BF86/BF86b, but narrower fit.

C550D. Caution panel 95x115cm all digitally
printed from one side.

SF560D. Start or Finish panel 70x170cm all
digitally printed from one side.

SP570D. Advertise panel 130x95cm all digitally
printed from one side.

C551DD. Caution panel 95x115cm double layer fabric all digitally printed from both sides.

SF561DD. Start or Finish panel 70x170cm
double layer fabric all digitally printed from
both sides.

SP571D. Advertise panel 130x95cm single layer
digital print with “see through” effect. Back side print
appears mirrored with approximately 80% intensity.

SF561D. Start or Finish panel 70x170cm single
layer digital print with “see through” effect.
Back side print appears mirrored with approximately 80% intensity.

SP580D. Advertise panel 150x145cm all digitally
printed from one side.

C551D. Caution panel 95x115cm, single layer
digital print with “see through” effect. Back
side print appears mirrored with approximately
80% intensity.

Digitally printed gate panels

Screen printed gate panels

SP581D. Advertise panel 150x145cm single layer
digital print with “see through” effect. Back side print
appears mirrored with approximately 80% intensity.

GS Gate panels 75x50cm (no-FIS).
Attaches to pole with elastic loops.

Kids size panel 55x40cm. Attaces to
pole with elastic loops.

PA512
One layer panel in standard fabric
colors with optional screen printing
from one side.

PA510
One layer panel in standard fabric
colors with optional screen printing
from one side.

PA513D
One layer panel digitally printed
with “see through” effect. Back side
print appears mirrored with approximately 80% intensity.

PA511D
One layer panel digitally printed
with “see through” effect. Back side
print appears mirrored with approximately 80% intensity.

PA513DD
Double layers panel digitally printed from both sides.

PA511DD
Double layers panel digitally printed from both sides.

Printed banner

Beyond-X gate panels are offered in many styles
and coloration options, and can be both digitally
or screen printed from one or both sides. As well
as printed with heat transfer prints.
We offer a range of different sizes of digitally
printed info panels as well, banners and printed
c-net mounted on fiberglass poles.
BXR97
FIS homologated GS, SG & DH 75x50cm gate panel.
Available in standard fabric colors with optional screen
printing.
BXR297D
FIS homologated GS, SG & DH 75x50cm gate panel. One
layer digital printed fabric with bleeding through effect
where back side print appears mirrored with approximately 80% intensity of front side print.
BXR297DD
FIS homologated GS, SG & DH 75x50cm gate panel
double layers of digitally printed fabric. FIS approved
only if prints are pre-dominant red or blue, as well as
orange (DH).

Available standard
gate panel fabric
colors.

SkiX and Snowboard.
gate panels.
Snowboard SL/SkiX panel
105x80x40cm

Snowboard SL/SkiX panel
105x80x20cm

SB530 One layer panel in standard colors, can be screen printed from one side.

SB630 One layer panel in standard colors, can be screen printed from one side.

SB531D One layer digitally printed
panel with “see through” effect. Print
appears mirrored on back side at about
80% intensity.

SB631D One layer digitally printed
panel with “see through” effect. Print
appears mirrored on back side at about
80% intensity.

SB531DD Two-layer panel, digitally
printed from both sides.

SB631DD Two-layer panel, digitally
printed from both sides.

Snowboard SL/SkiX panel
105x80x20(40)cm

Snowboard GS panel
130x100x20(40)cm

SB730 One layer panel in standard colors, can be screen printed from one side.

SB830 One layer panel in standard colors, can be screen printed from one side.

SB731D One layer digitally printed
panel with “see through” effect. Print
appears mirrored on back side at about
80% intensity.

SB831D One layer digitally printed
panel with “see through” effect. Print
appears mirrored on back side at about
80% intensity.

SB731DD Two-layer panel, digitally
printed from both sides.

SB831DD Two-layer panel, digitally
printed from both sides.

SX423

Kid’s size
XS SkiX bib

SX422

Kid’s size
SkiX bib

SX421

SX420

Women’s size
SkiX bib

Men’s size
SkiX bib

SX412
Kid’s size SkiX bib

SX411
Women’s size FIS SkiX bib

Available edge
band colors

SX410
Men’s size FIS SkiX bib

Basketball type
shirt bib.
ST441, size XL
ST442, size L
ST443, size M

Mogul skiing
race bib.
M431, size XL
M432, size L
M433, size M

”Stewards” bib.
ST450, size XXL
ST451, size XL
ST452, size L
ST453, size M

AB480
Ski school stretch arm band.

A312

A311

A310

A315

Kid’s size alpine
stretch bib

Women’s size FIS
alpine stretch bib

Men’s size FIS
alpine stretch bib

Multisport size
stretch bib

A320

A321

Sailing size stretch bib

XXL Sailing size stretch bib

With in-house combined printing and
sewing capacity we are well suited to
service a wide range of customers with
their race bib needs. Ranging from alpine competition stretch bibs, ski school
bibs, SkiX bibs to Stewards bibs.
We now find our bibs venturing in to
other sports as well. Such as Multisport, waterskiing and sailing to name
a few.
Snowboard stretch
T-shirt bib.
A330, Size XL
A335, Size L

X-Country stretch bibs.
XC350, Men’s size FIS.
XC351, Women’s size FIS.
XC352, Kid’s size

A326
Long sleeve stretch bib. One size.

Since we run our own production facility that offers
both in-house sewing and
printing capacity, we can
easily produce other custom printed garments as
well.
For instance we offer a full
range of Ice Hockey shirts
and gators, all custom
printed.
And occasionally produce
both Motocross and Soccer
shirts as well.

Size Guide
Jackets & Pants*
Size
XXXL
XXL
XL
L
M
S
XS
XXS
170
160
150
140
130
120

Height
cm
190-195
185-190
180-185
175-180
170-175
165-170
160-165
155-160
170
160
150
140
130
120

Weight
kg
110-120
100-110
90-100
80-90
70-80
60-70
50-60
40-50
60
50
40
35
30
25

Chest
cm
132
124
116
108
100
92
84
76
84
79
74
69
65
61

Hips
cm

Inseam
cm

130
122
114
106
98
94
90
88
83
78
73
68
64

86
84
82
80
78
76
74
78
74
69
64
59
54

Please note that this is
merely a size guide.
Since people’s idea of
what an ideal fit represents is very different,
we recommend, for team
orders, that you ask your
local representative to
send a sample test collection. Or at least a test
garment to get a better
feel for our sizing.
*Approximate body measures!

Race suits & RTG*
Size
XXXL
XXL
XL
L
M
S
XS
XXS

Height
cm
190-195
185-190
179-185
173-178
162-170
146-160
130-145
110-125

Weight
kg
>103
93-102
84-92
72-82
55-70
40-53
28-38
<27

Fleece & SoŌShell*
Size
XXL
XL
L
M
S
XS
XXS

Height
cm
187-200
180-187
175-180
170-175
163-170
150-163
137-150

Weight
kg
>95
85-95
75-85
65-75
52-65
40-52
<40

Sweden (main office):
B-stedt of Sweden AB
Håkanbol Station
693 92 Degerfors
SWEDEN
Phone: 0586-922 02
Fax: 0586-922 05
E-mail: b-stedt@b-stedt.se
Web: www.beyondx.se
Australia / New Zealand:
Hodkinson Holdings Pty. Ltd.
27 Pymble Ave
Pymble NSW 2073/Australia
Phone: 612 9440 3688
Fax: 612 9440 0928
E-mail: colin@beyondx.com.au
Web: www.beyondx.com.au
Austria:
Frandl Sports
Wolfgang Frandl
Glaneckerweg 1
5400 Hallein / Austria
Mobil: 0664-516-7876
Phone: 0662 230 854-0
E-mail: info@frandl-sports.com
Web: www.frandl-sports.com
Belgium:
JIP - Jeroen Van den Bogaert
Hulststraat 25
2500 Lier
Phone: +32/494 60 14 14
E-mail: jerkevdb@yahoo.com
Canada:
Beyond-X Canada
Dan Ronsky
117 Straddock Terrace SW
Calgary AB, Canada T3H 2T4
Phone: (403) 240-1263
E-mail: info@beyondx-canada.com
Web: www.beyondx-canada.com
Croatia / Macedonia / Italy:
STI d.o.o.
Mikuliceva 27
HR-10000 Zagreb
Hrvatska/Croatia
Phone: +385-1-4628-150
Fax: +385-1-4635-123
E-mail: ivucinic@sti.hr
Web: www.sti-sport.com

Denmark:
Steep & Deep
Kongsvejen 347
2840 Holte / Denmark
Phone : 42 32 00
E-mail : frank@steep-deep.dk
Finland:
CRD Systems Oy
Bulevardi 23-27
Helsinki 00180
FINLAND
Phone: +358 20 703 2588
E-mail: info@crd.fi
Web: www.crd.fi
France:
NORDIC OUTDOOR
Technoparc
70 Rue Gustave Eiffel
01630 Saint Genis Pouilly
Phone:
Show-room +33 972 541 410
Mobile +33 635 795 353
E-mail: info@nordic-outdoor.com
Web: www.nordic-outdoor.com
Germany:
Beyond-X Deutschland
Franz Demmel
Thomas-Knorr Str. 44
82 467 Garmisch-Partenkirchen
GERMANY
Phone: 08821-942 350
Fax: 08821-942 351
E-mail: info@beyondx.de
Web: www.beyondx.de
Greece:
Board Generation
4-6 Agg, Sikelianou str.
11525 Athens / GREECE
Phone: 0030 210 6713879
Fax: 0030 210 6777481
E-mail: boardgen@otenet.gr
Web: www.boardgeneration.gr
Iceland:
Reisum.is/Stefán Einarsson ehf
Fríða Stefánsdóttir
Móasíða 7c
603 Akureyri
Phone: +354 899 09 13
E-mail: reisum@simnet.is

Italy:
Eurogripp srl
Via Roma 1
38038 Tesero (TN) / ITALY
Phone: 0462 813 030
E-mail: info@eurogripp.com
Web: www.eurogripp.com
Latvia / Lithuania / Estonia /
Ukraine:
SIA CSS-ALPINE
Stacijas 26 A
LV-2150 Sigulda / LATVIA
Phone: +371 2925 2576
E-mail: ski@latnet.lv
Netherlands
Arco van Veen
Albertus van Leusenweg 59
7425 CD Deventer / The Netherlands
Phone: +31 570 643320
Cell: +31 651 579638
E-mail: arcovv@gmail.com
Norway (north of Sogne-fjorden):
Tor-Arne Tiber-Olsen
Åslivegen 33
9016 Tromsö / NORWAY
Phone: 970 742 36
E-mail: beyond-x.norge@hotmail.com
Norway (south):
B-stedt of Norway AS
Håkanbol Station
693 92 Degerfors / SWEDEN
Phone: +46 586 922 02
Mobile : +47 455 001 25
E-mail: b-stedt@b-stedt.se
Poland:
Beyond-X Polska
Agata Iwanicka
ul. Piechoty 3
52-213 Wroclaw / POLAND
Phone: +48 71 7954696
E-mail: info@beyondx.pl
Web: www.beyondx.pl
Russia / Belarus:
Beyond X Russia
Krasnobogatyrskaya street, d.2, st.84,
office 14
Moscow 107564 / RUSSIA
Phone: +7903 787 5206
E-mail: info@beyondx.ru
Web: www.beyondx.ru

Slovenia / Serbia / Bosnia /
Monte Negro / Macedonia:
Rodeo Team d.o.o.
Koroska cesta 53
Kranj 4000 / SLOVENIA
Phone: +386 4 20 15 400
Fax: +386 4 20 15 401
E-mail: damian@rodeoteam.si
Spain / Andorra / Portugal:
BEYONDX SPAIN
C/Donato Argüelles,16,7ºD.
33206 GIJÓN (Asturias) / SPAIN
Phone: +34 985 364 019
Fax: +34 985 337 707
E-mail: vesthold@vesthold.es
Turkey:
Eskapi Kar Sporlari Tic. Ltd.
Sti.
Ataturk cad. Pitrak Sok. 16 A
Anadolu Hisari
Istanbul / TURKEY
Phone: 90 216 4657755
Fax: 90 216 465 7590
E-mail: hseverge@turkski.org
UK / Ireland:
Incline Sports Ltd.
Hillside House
36 Damhead
Edinburgh EH10 7EA / SCOTLAND
Phone: +44 (0)131-44 55 066
Fax: +44 (0)131-44 55 077
E-mail: info@inclinesports.co.uk
Web: www.inclinesports.co.uk
USA:
Bob Skinners Ski & Sport
Frank MacConnell
P.O. Box 2061
L/B 1411 Route 103
Newbury, NH 03255
Phone: (603) 763-2303,
(603) 491 4118
Email: skinners@myfairpoint.net

If your country is not
listed, contact B-stedt
of Sweden AB (bstedt@b-stedt.se).

